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We were interested to read the rapid responses to our editorial
about Shin and colleagues’ paper.1 2 We stand by our statement
about the difficulty of making evidence based decisions in
patients with multiple comorbidities in general practice, for
whom high quality scientific evidence is almost always lacking.
And, although we agree with Lewis that computer alerts
bombard GPs when attempting to prescribe drugs, therein lies
the problem.3 These alerts occur so often that they lead to “alert
fatigue,” with GPs not checking most prescriptions that lead to
an alert.4 Even when GPs do check the prescription, they still
have to decide whether the drug’s benefits outweigh potential
risks for the individual patient. The information needed to
calculate the risks is not provided with the alerts and GPs have
little time to search for the evidence during brief consultations,
provided that evidence exists and is applicable to that particular
patient.
Furthermore, evidence about risk is unlikely to be available
from studies for five, six, or more drugs used in combination.
In one Scottish study, more than 20% of patients were prescribed
five or more drugs.5

We agree with Bray that it would have been helpful if Shin and
colleagues had included the risk of non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs alone because, as we stated in our

editorial, the risk of intracranial bleeding associated with these
drugs individually remains unclear and cannot be definitely
attributed to a drug interaction.6 However, we think it is likely
that, if the risk with an individual drug class is higher than the
combined risk reported by Shin and colleagues, this would have
been noted in previous studies.
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